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President’s Report
I would like to thank our Major Sponsors Cardiff RSL Ricoh Pivotal Cardiff Bowling Club Century 21 Edgeworth
without your support this club would not function and not allow us to continually make ongoing
improvements to our club.
To all our Life Members thankyou for your ongoing support that you give to our Club.
The season 2018/2019 was a much improved season with our Club. We were extremely unlucky not to play
semi-finals cricket in both Second and Fourth grade.
It was fantastic to have a spread of new people throughout our club this year which can only help improve our
strength and depth for years to come.
I would like to thank our captains of all grades who did a fantastic job throughout the season special mention
to Mick Corrigan for the job he did in 2nd Grade
If not for the weather would have made the semis in 2nds and same can be said for Kane Connolly and Fourth
Grade who were very unlucky not to make the semis as well.
I would like to acknowledge Mark Curry. Not only does he do a super job as our club coach but also performs
a lot of other tasks not associated with coaching.
Also to his wife Julie and family for opening up their house to accommodate both Varun and Dan in the early
days but then Dan for the length of his stay.
I would also like to thank Matthew Forrestor for his role as Practice Captain and Chairman of selectors. Both
roles are very challenging and time consuming, but thanks for all your efforts Didge.
All our volunteers are very important to the running of our club, without your dedication our club would not
survive.
Carolyn Hickey for the great contribution you make to our club operating the Canteen each and every
Saturday and Sunday when required, plus other days when asked. Thankyou, your efforts are greatly
appreciated.
To Ian Hancock and the continual service you give our club and the job you do every season. Could never be
repaid. And to Phil Brock and the job you have done this year under pretty trying circumstances with the
fiasco at Pasterfield throughout the season, thankyou.
Finally I would like to thank our Committee for the wonderful job they do throughout the whole year to make
sure the club operates as smooth as possible.
It has been frustrating at times with the issues at Pasterfield the NDCA not approving our name change etc
but these things are still in front of us, I am sure there are exciting times ahead of all of us.
Lets enjoy the night and look forward to an even better season in 2019/2020
Congratulations to all our award winners tonight well deserve.
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Secretary’s Report
A decent enough season you might say. Mid position in the club championship. Seconds and 4ths
missing semis by a whisker, or at least a few rain drops. Some outstanding recruits in first grade and
amoungst the junior ranks now playing in grades 5 to 2. Pasterfield at last up and running and looking
like the venue we imagined. Happiness and comradery generally within the whole club ranks.
In terms of raw results it has certainly been better season than the last few. We have a genuine first
grade side, strength through the grades, a new S&D (5th grade) team and pretty strong numbers to fill
those five ranks. Our plans to have first and seconds at Pasterfield means they will playing on a
surface the envy of all clubs. Thirds and fourths at Cardiff no1 will see them playing on a genuine first
grade ground, and S&D at Cardiff no2 will see them playing on perhaps the best strip in Lake Mac.
The great strength of the CBs is our team of wonderful volunteers from committee members through
to scorers, canteen workers, curators and others always on hand to lend a hand. An imaginative look
at stats and hours would predict that Ian Hancock put in about 200 hours of “free” work. Scorers
about 120 hours, Carolyn in the canteen about 150. For other volunteers/ committee you could add
200 hours. If they charged just $20 an hour we would be up for $16,000. That’s a lot for a club that
manages to barely break even on a $55,000 budget. Its an expensive business running a cricket
club. The cost of umpires and cricket balls alone is more than $10,000. Each year we struggle to
meet our financial commitments. A good deal of that commitment is met by fundraising and great
sponsors (the RSL, Bowlo, Pivotal etc) but we also rely on rego fees to cover about 35% of our costs.
By 15 February only 50% (34 of 68) had paid their fees.
See what the problem here is? I call on all players to improve this stat next year. We need it.
At a recent NDCA meeting an official stated that the NDCA was looking at the concept of ALL first
and second grade games being two day matches and all thirds and fourths one day games. Given
that virtually all of NDCA rep games are limited over affairs I don’t quite see the thinking here, but lets
imagine that will happen. What would be the consequences for us?
Looking at stats over the last two seasons, and focusing on the 14 times we have batted first in first
grade, we have batted out 90 overs only ONCE, with an average of 51 overs per innings. For
seconds over the last two seasons, we have never reached 80 overs (Average 54 overs per innings).
Both Einstein and Blind Freddy can see that such stats tell their own story. We, like most clubs in the
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comp need to be more prepared to hang in there for longer periods. 90 overs at a slow 2.5 per over
fetches about 50 more runs than 51 overs at 3.3.
They reckon bowlers win matches. Every now and then Willo or Billsy takes a 6 for 60, they do, but to
be consistently competitive it’s the batsmen who need to do it. Every player who holds a bat in firsts
and seconds, and every young gun who aspires to play firsts one day, should consider these
numbers, and what their club and team needs by way of approach.
Cricket is a great game for theories and theorists- how to swing the ball, field positions, the value or
otherwise of footwork for batsmen, pace versus accuracy and so on. The pundits, Jim Maxwell, Mark
Taylor, Coxy and others can debate until the Members Stand allows thongs and stubbies, but its hard
to argue with cold hard statistics.
Enough of numbers, now for words and names.
As you might know, last year the NDCA did not like our suggestion of a new name for the CBs- “Lake
Macquarie Cricket”. The resistance to the name was headed by Toronto and Charlestown. We have
taken a step back and let the dust settle after some radio interviews and press coverage of the issue.
Eleven clubs were asked by the NDCA to voice an opinion on the matter and only three objected. A
step back does not mean a step down. The committee plans to revisit the issue in the course of the
next season.
When I think of our club the word opportunity comes to mind.
Opportunity for the S&D League players to play on the best wicket in town (Cardiff no2).
Opportunity for 3rds and 4ths to play on a first grade quality ground (Cardiff no1).
Opportunity for 1sts and 2nds to play on a first class cricket quality ground (Pasterfield).
Opportunity for us to develop a dynamic junior club base in western Lacmac/Newcastle AND expand
our S&D League presence.
Opportunity to play, train and relax at a new multi million dollar facility which is the envy of all other
clubs.
Such opportunities to not come about through dumb luck. It takes players to put their hands up and
help out. It takes ex players to step up as the next group of volunteers. It takes volunteers to work
even harder and aim even higher. Custodianship of Pasterfield has ignited a new ambition for the
club. Let’s make that work.

Thanks to all the people who have worked to make things work. You know who you are.
A special thanks to every one of my fellow committee members, whose company and generosity of
spirit I always enjoy.
Onward
Graeme Knowles
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Coach’s Report

This season was an improvement on the last couple of years. We did have an influx of new players
in the higher grades, which enabled players to be in grades that they were more suited. This resulted
in a more competitive season across all grades. Unfortunately, the weather conspired against us in
the last round, which knocked out second and fourth grades from the semi-finals when they were
both in winning positions and holding a semi-final place going into the last round.
Generally, we are a club with a good culture towards training. If anything I felt towards the end of the
year we started to wane in this respect with fewer and fewer numbers to training each week. We did
do some preseason training starting quite early – perhaps even though the demand for this was high,
this affected the end season attendance when we have a period encompassing about 9 months. Next
year we may look to commence a little later.
I enjoyed the opportunity to work with all our club players and I believe as a group we are improving.
It is important to improve skills at training, to practice different things and develop a good team/club
culture at training. I feel it takes the pressure off to some degree during games when you have done
the appropriate preparation during the week. There was also the move to go to a Friday session. This
was to accommodate our players from Sydney. Unfortunately, they rarely attended these sessions
and we now must review whether we go back to the more traditional format. There are some
positives for Friday training – batsmen like it because they get a hit closer to the match. Bowlers have
to manage workloads as on some occasions they will have a day in the field the next day. Logistically
in terms of putting on covers and tasks like that, the Friday is good. We do not have to round up a
crew to do this. This is an important consideration with our main oval now out further away at
Cameron Park. We may look at a mixture of both Thursdays and Fridays with the committee’s
support. I also like to take the opportunity to have some mid week matches particularly coming into
the 20/20 part of the season. We did have a couple this year but I think more would be something to
enhance our practice. A survey will be sent to all club members to discuss options for the new
season
We had much better preparation in the start of the season with a number of trial matches. This will
hopefully, continue in the new season. We are in a very fortunate position to have access to a
number of good venues and thanks go to our curators Phil and Ian who do such a wonderful job. The
practice wickets got better and better as the season wore on. The wickets gained a little bit more
pace and bounce each week. If the same is replicated on the centre wicket that will be a bonus.
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In first grade, we had 2 players make the NDCA team of the year in Rahul and Aaron Bills. Both had
very strong seasons and another contender was Varun who, as we all know had to leave under
disappointing circumstances. On paper we had a very strong team and man for man a top 4 team. So
as a result, even though we improved from last year overall I think we can say that we
underachieved. Two games we could easily have won cost us in the end. We defeated two of the top
four teams, did not play the other one, and were poor against Hamilton. I think though we did gain
confidence that we are more than competitive and now have the expectation that we will be winning
matches rather than hoping that we can compete.
I would like to thank the grade captains for their efforts this year and myself and the committee
understand and appreciate the commitment needed to be the captain of a grade club. I appreciate
the efforts of Nick Watkins who captained the first grade side for the first time. It is a big commitment
to come from Sydney to play and hopefully we are in a position next year to continue this
relationship. Nick Watkins, Rahul, Aaron Bills and Nathan Hillier all played representative cricket last
year. Additionally there were a number of younger players representing in their respective age
groups. Congratulations to those players as well.
The Masters team went around again this year though it was a little difficult at times to get a full team
on the park. We must consider our participation in this competition as the team we put on the park is
often containing half the team over 50 years of age where other teams have much younger playing
groups.
Another initiative was the S and D league. Congratulations to Perry Scott for looking after this team.
We were indeed fortunate that through our association with Lake Macquarie Junior Cricket Club that
we were able to pick up some players, which enabled us to ensure that were had pretty much full
teams for each grade every week.
There was the move over to Cameron Park for training and matches and we are very lucky now to be
in position to capitalise on the excellent facilities we now can access. Unfortunately, as well all know
the move didn’t happen as planned. We should be ready to go in the new season and hopefully, our
ground can be in a position to be the hub for Lake Macquarie representative fixtures.
I would like to thank the committee for their work. We are very fortunate to have a committed group of
committee members who support this club. Thanks to Glenda Hillier and Carolyn Hickey for their
continued support of the club.
I believe the club needs to settle on a name going forward. We need to look professional in arriving in
team kit for games and practice. These intangibles often are noticed by other teams and indicates the
level of effectiveness that we portray. I look forward to the new season and hope we are able to build
on the improvement of this season.
Mark Curry
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Sponsorship Thankyou
We greatly appreciate all our sponsors and the many businesses within our
cricketing community for their assistance throughout the season.
The CB’s major sponsor is Cardiff RSL Club and to President Greg McColl & Board
we offer our sincere thanks.
Cardiff Bowling Club also provide us with their support & we hope to remain associated
with them for many years to come.
Also a huge thank you to Gerard Maher at Pivotal Business Systems without whose
continuing support we would struggle to stay competitive.
Thanks also to DL Home Improvements and Century 21 Real Estate Edgeworth
We at Cardiff Boolaroo DCC are very much appreciative of the support we receive from
all the sponsors and community and take this opportunity to thank them sincerely for their
assistance throughout the season. We hope that their contribution to our club is as
beneficial to them as they are to us and that they continue their valued support. So
please support
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First Grade Report
It was a mixed season for Cardiff first grade 2018/2019
On paper we had a team that could knock off any contenders – even the St George team earlier in
the year. We claimed the Goffett Shield from Merewether, which Cardiff have not won in a very long
time. Not only that, we also beat them in the T20 match.
We had a great win against arch rivals Charlestown.
Representative players were selected for the Lake Mac Attack team. Rahul, Aaron, Matthew and
myself. Rahul and myself were picked in the Newcastle Rep side to go to Nowra.
There were lots of positives leading into Christmas – Cardiff were sitting 3rd on the ladder. Set backs
struck with a loss to Stockton and the incident happening against Wests in the T20 game. To be quite
frank, the team did not recover after this for the remainder of the season.
- Top 4 finish in our pool in the T20
- 5th in the one dayers – missed out on top 4 on equation
- Two day comp we had mixed results (approx. mid table)
There were a few highlights during the season from everyone even the young lads which was
promising for the club going forward.
For next season we will need to step up a lot more compared to the season we’ve just had.
Three things we need to do more of:
1. Strong belief – rise to the challenge against strong teams
2. Team values and culture – there is no ‘I’ in TEAM
3. Stronger commitment from everyone going forward – availability to play
Comments on players:
Nathan – outstanding spell of bowling vs Stockton
Jay – showed promise with bat and ball, standout T20 vs Waratah with the ball
Nat D – match winning 50 vs Newcastle City
Rahul – benchmark opener again amongst the runs
Shannon – very reliable player, batting has improved and enjoyable to watch
Willo – perfect club man and Vice Captain, plays with his heart on his sleeve and I wish I could have
more players like him
Lachlan – solid season for him, he will be greatly missed next year
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Aaron – had a good first year with CB, standout was final game of the season with 6 wickets into the
wind
Dan – great having him as our OS player, bowled well for us and reliable
Peter & Richard – club steward and legends of Cardiff Cricket Club
It was an honour to captain the CB’s for 20
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2nd Grade Captain’s Report
.
This season has been one the most enjoyable I’ve played. Firstly, I must thank the amazing group of
volunteers and supporters we’ve had this season. Thankyou to the wonderful work of Caroline, Terri
and Merv giving so much of their precious time for canteen and scoring. To Phil and Ian for doing
such a great job in getting the wickets ready for us each week, especially with the wet weather and
newly laid turf to contend with.
Secondly, to the numerous other CBs family and fans who frequented the grounds around 2nd grade,
including Life Members Choppa and Coxy, our injured Skipper Haydon Potter (I hear his golf
handicap has dramatically improved since his season was cut very short by a sniper at Townson
Oval), the larger than life Doug Petrisic, Laurie and all of the Committee for their work and support,
especially in a season of such transition that we’ve just had. Inevitably I will forget to mention a name
or two unintentionally, but such is the blessing of having so many wonderful people around our club.
In the sheds after the last round game against Waratah, I told the team how proud I was of them over
the season we’ve just had. To put in perspective, a year earlier finished in 10th place, which included
multiple, convincing outright losses. However this season we were left lamenting that we held 2nd
place for most the season, made the final of the one day competition against a Walllsend side that
was better on the day, and only narrowly missed the two day semis from an unfortunate twist of fate
that wet weather dealt us in the last game against Waratah. It will be a while again now before I see
two spinners being forced to bowl around the wicket only for 20 overs straight to avoid the match
being abandoned!
As it often is with cricket, we could spend a lifetime wondering “what if?” however truth be told, we
can look back to a few pivotal moments over the season where we failed to seize opportunities as
being the deciding factors; a batting collapse here, some dropped catches there. It’s the cruel reality
in cricket that catches win matches, as do runs on the board. For next year I can see great room for
improvement with both so we can play to our full potential.
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Despite the narrow miss of semis, I am most proud of the winning attitude and such positive energy
we’ve had around the squad this year. It’s safe to say we’ve had some trying times on the field in the
past few years, however there was no remnants of this left when we showed up this season ready to
play such a positive brand of cricket.
Everyone worked hard for each other all year. Our bowlers were the backbone of the side- on any
given day you could find Matty Edwards steaming in to “bowl puss” to the opening batters (did you
know he can bowl the short ball? Just ask him...), Abs taking 10 wicket hauls just for
laughs, Kal bowling 30 quality overs straight in 40 degree heat without a word
of complaint.Luke Wahlstedt loved his cricket so much this season he even decided to move in
to Pasterfield for 3 months. Congratulations to him for scoring his first 50 for the club in a fantastic
innings to save our hide against Wallsend. Amazing what people can do when there’s $50 riding on
the highest tail-end average! Notable mentions as well to the tireless efforts of Mitch “Brisket” Hickey,
The Chief and Midda who pitched in when required to great effect. Maybe next year Duggan…might
have to stop hoarding arvo tea in the pockets for the last session first to get a look in ;)
Inconsistency and collapses plagued our batsmen this season for the most games, however there
was a refreshing maturity in the way some of our younger batsmen stepped up this season to set a
great example to the rest of us.
The real kudos go to Brady, Midda, Hamish and Chief and the fantastic job they in building
partnerships and valuing their wickets. It was on more than one occasion their steady heads in the
middle order allowed us to post a defendable total. Midda’s first-class half centuries against Wallsend
in the Final and against Stockton where he scored more than their whole team combined were
highlights. Brady and Hamish’s efforts a couple of times when our top 6 left them facing a 5-30 type
scenario should also be applauded. A quick mention must be made as well to the veterans
in Greeny and Scuba who contributed at key times, such as the devastating century from Greeny vs
Belmont.
Ultimately, I’m pained to say our fielding has probably cost us a finals berth this season. A rough
estimate thrown around in the sheds was over 100 catches dropped over the course of the season
and to be fair, that feels to be a conservative number. One could say though it was a real team effort
with the fielding to make this happen, with everyone chipping in with dropped catches and misfields
so that no-one felt left out of the action. Jokes aside, it does highlight a great area for improvement
that we can focus on in pre season and really take us up another level with seizing key moments of
the game in the new season.
That being said, the time spent in the field was actually quite enjoyable. There was a great mixture of
clever and not-so-clever banter, which was best reflected by one the Wallsend batsmen attributing
his fall of wicket to the fact he couldn’t stand listening to such ridiculous banter any longer. I doubt he
was the only one. Hamish also stepped up superbly when called upon with the gloves, boasting the
most catches from our wicketkeepers this year across the club. Great job mate.
With eyes now on next season, I’m excited for how things are shaping up. I have no doubt we will be
finals contenders next year. We’ve had so many great young players stepping up in our club this
season. Whether it’s the maturity and discipline to their cricket shown by Abbey, Kal Garbutt, Brady
, Midda, Wahl and Chief, or the rising talent and energy of Dan Williams, Tom Maher, Fakesy, Woody
and Jackson “Baylish” Forrester, we have some terrific cricketers amongst
Factors like catching and batting can be improved with focused training, however restoring our
winning habit, attitude and camaraderie is not something that can be taught and in my mind is much
more valuable as a foundation to build from moving forwards. Onwards and upwards for 2019/20
Corro
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3rd Grade Captain’s Report

Cricketers often remark that they don’t draw pictures in the scorebook in reference to the fact
that the scorebook doesn’t always tell the real story and this year in 3’s feels that way. Running at the
bottom end of the table, just two batsmen over 200 runs and two bowlers with double figures of
wickets would suggest a poor season. But I feel it was a pretty successful one and one that will
produce results for the club in the next couple of seasons.
It’s always difficult in the lower grades to put consistent sides on the park and this year we were
regularly scratching our head on how to fill the 3s of a Friday night which is far from ideal. Despite our
ladder position we were never asked to bat a 2nd time and were only outclassed in two games. I
know every side can find a “if only” in any season but in 5 games, including against both grand
finalists, we missed chances that would have gone a long way to winning the match. Add to that a
one dayer lost by 4 with only 10 players and the season could easily have looked very different.
This was a season of numerous special and/or break out individual performances. Geoff Taylor was
fantastic for us at the top of the order and was far and away our most consistent player, along with
being a positive voice and influence in the team. Three half centuries in a row was a fantastic reward
in the 2nd half of the season. Abbey and Vish both took their maiden 5fa’s for the club and both were
the result of wonderful long and consistent spells. Abbey got her chance in 2’s and took it with both
hands and Vish was a constant problem for every batsman who had to face him. Nick Fakes was hot
and cold at times but when hot was a class above 3’s, just consistency let him down.
The youngsters of Geoff Wood, Daniel Williams, Jack Hillier, Andrew Weerasinghe, Aidan Creer and
Karlen Putney along with the experienced Mick Collins all did splendid jobs through the year with the
ball and meant that this old body never had to consider having to roll the arm over. Again, the
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difference between their best and worst is significant, and this is where we can all improve with
continued work but a lot of talent among these boys and I look forward to watching each of their
developments.
Having so many youngsters meant that our batting was often not quite mature or strong enough to
make enough runs at times, but we showed heart and patience through the season that made me
very proud. Special mention to Vish vs Charlestown with 2 runs from 50+ deliveries but it meant we
batted our overs out, and in the end if we’d helped him a bit more, he’d have won the game for us.
Jackson and Tom both had seasons where they never quite got going, but the ability is there, and it
will come for you boys. The skipper waited till the last two games to finally do something which was
personally frustrating.
Bailey Creer had a tough introduction to 3’s with the gloves but I believe he has loads of talent and
will be an excellent gloveman if he keeps working. His amazing performance to carry his bat against
Wests would often be the batting performance of the year if not for the evergreen Betsy.
Brady Conlan showed (hurts to write it) maturity and his obvious talent in first half of the season
which he carried on in higher grades later. Daniel Williams had a superb first year of grade cricket
and earnt a look in to see what lies ahead in 2’s later.
The two most impressive and memorable performance for me came from two of our stalwarts. Huge
congratulations to Betsy for his 165* and the first hundred at Pasterfield. It was a tough, enjoyable
and impressive knock. But my favourite performance of the year was big Dave Taubman and his
hattrick at Ray Watt. Most pleasing was having all of first grade there to see it and cheer him on. He’s
a wonderful character and I couldn’t be happier for you. I particularly loved that you asked me if
anyone else had got a hattrick for CB’s. For those playing at home, it was his day, I didn’t answer..
shhh
It was a lot of fun playing with each person who played 3’s this year and a special thanks to all the
one game cameo’s through the year. Thanks to Jeff Williams for just being a sounding board at times
when I needed it. With so many talented youngsters, one game I had 6 ‘kids’ between 14-16, there
were lots of teachable moments and I hope I along with Betsy and GT were able to help you in your
cricket journey. I greatly look forward to watching you all continue with CB’s and for some possibly
beyond.
Lastly, I’d like to thank and congratulate the committee, Prawns, Betsy, the Hickey family and all the
others that make a club like ours continue to run and flourish. The move to Pasterfield wasn’t exactly
what we planned but offered most of the club the opportunity to play on the new ground in the first
year which was personally a thrill. We now have the best ground and facilities in town and need to
use of them to become a dominant force in the competition. The social activities were fun and well
organised, and the club is going in a great direction both on.
Nems
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Fourth Grade Report
Despite a reasonably successful season we were unlucky to miss the semi-finals on the last
day of the season with Charlestown securing an outright win over Stockton while we were
washed out AGAIN whilst in a dominant position over the Premiers, Waratah-Mayfield.
We recorded 8 wins, 2 losses & had 4 washouts. We finished equal fourth, level on 58
points with Merewether but with a slightly worse quotient.
After a couple of washouts to start our campaign we lost 2 on the trot (Waratah &
Merewether). November came and we didn’t lose another game after that. This saw us
compete week to week with a somewhat settled line-up, as much as you can in 4th grade
anyway.
Our batting became much more solid & reliable with scores coming from mostly the top
order, That was all that was required in a few of the chases.
As the season wore on the bowling unit started to resemble the Premiership winning attack
of 2014/15 and we were regularly bowling sides out for low totals.
The most impressive day was in the final round when we came up against first placed
Waratah-Mayfield. The Tahs’ won the toss & elected to bat on a reasonably good deck.
The CB’s then went to work restricting them to just 70 with the bowlers making the
opposing batsmen look silly trying to score runs & preserve their wickets. Our opening
bats then peeled off 9 runs from the 8 balls faced in the dark before the thunderstorm
brought an end to the days play. Alas, with only 62 runs required, no play was possible on
day 2. I’m sure a couple of the sides we embarrassed were happy not to come up against us
in the semis.
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Notable achievements –
Gary Martin 74 v Stockton, Peter Willis 70* v Uni, Peter Willis 67 v Belmont, Jonty Dicks
62 v Charlestown, Jonty Dicks 61 v Hamwicks, Adam Haworth 61 v Hamwicks, Peter
Willis 58 v City, Kieran Hickey 57 v Stockton, Adam Haworth 53 v Wallsend.
Luke Eveleigh 6/27 v Wallsend, Jack Hillier 5/60 v Wests, Kane Connolly 4/4 v
Hamwicks, Luke Eveleigh 4/16 v Waratah, Kieran Hickey 4/24 v Hamwicks.
As usual the team had a mix of experience & good young talent. We expect to lose a few
of the young guns as in previous years as they work their way into the higher grades & we
look forward to watching them produce even greater results in the years to come with the
Proud & Mighty CB’s.

Under 21 Report
With high hopes at the start of the season welcoming newbies Aaron, Nick, Jackson, Aiden
and Geoff into the side, we went into round 1 with a stacked line and lots of confidence.
Round 1: Batting first against Waratah, we were ready to put some numbers on, however theory
and practice are two very different things here at Cardiff. After the first innings we had only posted
90 odd on the board and confidence was quickly dropping. Luckily, some outstanding overs from
Billsy, Wally, Nat, Geoff and Kal we ended up embarrassing the Tahs, finishing their overs 8/85. It
was a great effort from the entire team that day and we all enjoyed winners piss that afternoon.
This bowling effort continued through the next two games, we managed to keep Uni to 117 even with
their surprise recruit, Joey Hart. Unfortunately, even with a strong batting order we couldn’t manage
to bring it home. With a positive start from Aaron (30), the team only needed 60 runs off the last 11
overs with 7 wickets in hand. However, a horrible collapse saw us finish 9/74 off 13 overs. Our star
with the bat from round 1, Jonty Dicks didn’t get to bat due to rendering himself unconscious diving in
the outfield. To his credit, he saved 4.
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Last round was against top guns Merewether. Despite some great bowling efforts from Billsy taking
3fa, their top 4 posted 157 from their 20 overs. Batting was the same story for us, managing 8/91
from our own 20.

Despite a few loses we had a good team this year and it was a heap of fun. The boys are all legends,
and most will be eligible again next year so hopefully we can get some better batting performances
and improve on what we did this year.
Captains highlight: Jay Sneddon dropping a sitter with the gloves after about 3 years of bragging
about his skills behind the stumps. He was also wearing his helmet to keep back to Nat Hiller.
Team: Tom Maher, Aaron Bills, Nathaniel Duggan, Kieran Hickey, Jonty Dicks, Jackson Forrester,
Adam Haworth, Nathan Hiller, Kallum Garbett, Luke Wahlstedt, Geoff Wood, Dimitri Patsan, Brady
Conlon, Jay Sneddon, Nick Fakes, Aiden Fulcher.

.

Dennis Broad Cup Report
Firstly I would like to say thank you to the club on letting me captain
the Dennis Broad T20 side this season. To be asked to skipper any
side for this club is not only an honour, but also a privilege.
This T20 season was played out without the results we had hoped,
but had a lot of promising young talent on display with both bat and ball.
In game 1 we played Waratah. Wickets were shared evenly amongst
all bowlers. Kal got us off to a promising start taking early wickets from
one end and backed up by both Mitch Hickey and Geoff Wood from
the other. Waratah started slow, but finished strong putting on a very
competitive total of 7/187.
Our turn with the bat and unfortunately we couldn’t compete.
Loosing early wickets didn’t help. Congrats to young Johnty Dicks
who put on a fantastic 46 n.o. and gave us a chance. We finished up
at the end of our 20 overs at 7/110.
Game 2 we were away to University. Another loss, but if there is
such a thing as a proud loss, this would have to be it. We were
playing a side that was full of second graders and with a lot of
cricket experience, us, two 2nd second graders, and the rest of the
squad made up of 3rd and 4th graders.
Bowling first we started well, again taking early wickets,
but more impressively, keeping a lot of pressure on in the field.
Hayden Clancy and Jack Hiller the only wicket takers taking 3/24
off 4 overs and 2/13 off 3 overs respectively. Jack also bowling
the best I had ever seen him bowl and could of easily had
another 1 or 2 more wickets. We kept Uni to 6/117 off their 20 overs.
Our turn to bat and we lost a couple of early wickets. Mitch Hickey
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29 and Jackson Forrester 18 put on a good partnership turning
over the strike on a regular basis keeping us in the game.
Kal Garbett at the end again keeping us in the game put on a
very good 19 before being caught and bowled.
We finished the innings 7/107, only 10 runs short of our target.
Yes we lost, but as I mentioned, we were competitive the whole
game and we did the little things right. I told the boys to take that
fighting competitive spirit back into their Saturday cricket and pass
on these emotions to their peers. Doing these little things right,
and fighting to the end, will often win you more games than you lose.
Unfortunately, we lost that day, but we went down with the fighting
CB’s spirit.
I was unavailable for our final game, but a massive thank you to
Mitchell Hickey for skippering that side.
Also a final thank you to all players that played under me those games.
Yours in cricket,
GT
(Geoff Taylor)
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The “Up and Comers” Report
This season the CBs have been graced with a great crop of young representative players.
The editors thought it appropriate to recognise their wonderful achievements.
Not just good cricketers, but excellent young people, destined to further do us proud!

Jack Hillier

Aidan Creer

Bailey Creer

Jack Hillier – loves being part of the CBs. Has worked very hard on his fielding to become a reliable set of

hands. Represented Newcastle at U15 DCA level, including in the Maitland Carnival after Christmas, and
turned in some good spells with the ball. Has some talent with the bat, which should come to fruition in the
future given his excellent training ethic.
Aidan Creer – right arm pace bowler with Charlestown U16/1’s and IDCA U16’s
Member of the Newcastle IDCA rep team, a big boy, great set of hands and an excellent training ethic. Loves
all aspects of the game and has worked very hard this season. Member of the Warners Bay High team that
won the State High School Competition.
Bailey Creer – right hand bat, keeper with LMJCC U15/1’s. DCA U14’s captain and premiers
Kookaburra Cup captain
A very successful year for Bailey, captaining the U14 Newcastle DCA rep team to a premiership win, captain of
Kookaburra Cup team, State Challenge selection, member of Warners Bay High team that won the State High
School Competition. Talented top order batsman and accomplished wicket keeper.

Abbey Taylor
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Vish Jaiin – his first year at CBs and has impressed all with his big leg breaks and varieties and aggressive
attacking style at the bowling crease. Represented Newcastle DCA at U15s as well as Hunter Schools All Age in
Armidale earlier in the year. Vish trains hard and could become more than useful with the bat in time.
Abbey Taylor – picking up wickets and scoring useful runs at all levels, including 10 wickets in the match for
CBs 2nd Grade, right through to live TV coverage of a National Grand Final in Ballarat – takes everything in her
stride. Represented Hunter Region and NSW in schools cricket and ACT/NSW Country at age group as well as
being part of the Sydney Sixers development program and culminating in special recognition to attend a spin
clinic at the Cricket Australia National Centre of Excellence in Brisbane.

Nat Hillier

Dan Williams

Daniel Williams – left hand bat, right arm pace bowler. LMJCC U15/1’s DCA U15’s
Hunter Sports High Cricket TSP program
Talented all rounder, member of the U15 Newcastle DCA rep team, enjoying his first season at CB’s. Solid left
hand bat and scored maiden century for Hunter Sports High against The Hills Sports High School in Sydney.
Right arm inswing pace bowler, coming off toe surgery in December, is getting his rhythm back.
Nathan Hillier – fast approaching 100 wickets and 50 first grade games for the CBs. The big lad is still only 17
and learning his trade. Debut for Newcastle Colts (U19) in the NSW State Championships in Narrabri. He has
been a regular pick for Hunter and NSW CHS and was also selected to play for Combined NSW Schools against
Queensland. He heads to UK in June/July as part of the NSW CHS touring party.
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Masters Report

This season there were 5 scheduled matches. The results are listed below
Round 1 v Belmont – washed out
Round 2 v Wallsend C/B’s 8-110 def by Wallsend 8-112
Round 3 v Waratah Mayfield – washed out
Round 4 v Charlestown C/B’s 83 def by Charlestown 2/86
Round 5 v Merewether C/B’s lost by forfeit.
The season was affected by weather and we did on occasions have difficulty in fielding a
team. We had a very close game against Wallsend, which was decided on the last ball. The
match against Charlestown was played at the Pasterfield Complelex, which was a
wonderful opportunity for the team to play at the new ground. On this occasion, we were
only able to muster up nine players and as a result were not competitive in this match. The
final match was unfortunately a forfeit to Merewether. This is again an unfortunate event
for both clubs and did cause some embarrassment and financial pain for the club
The team that our club field included more than half the side who are over 50 years of age.
While it is good socially with the age bracket being over 35’s we are not competitive with
so many older players. Going forward we really need someone to drive this competition
for the club’s perspective. If there is no one willing to undertake the role the club should
consider its’ participation in this competition.
Thanks to the members who played and to the club for their support of this competition
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